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ONE DAY AT KINGSBRIDGE by KEN FOLLETT 

Comments on Synopsis, as requested, from Geoffrey Hindley 13/9/89 

page 4, 1.3 from bottom- I can see that there has to be some 
way in which the conspirators can 

identify the strange horseman as a Jew, however I am questioning 
'the fringe on his cape ... he is a Jew' on two counts 

aJ because I don't happen to know that Jews had distinguishing 
fringes to their capes and, of course, what I don't know isn't 
knowledge 
bJ more seriously, Jews were not required by law to wear 
distinguishing marks until the edict of the 1215 Lateran Council 

page 5, 1. 2 from top 

though he married a noble 
would have been allowed to 

How can Jack a master mason build a 
castle for himself to live in? Even 

lady, I very much doubt whether they 
live like this because: 

aJ In general, I doubt whether a commoner could, even in the 
turbulent reign of Stephen, have got away with such usurpation of 
aristocratic privlege, no matter who his wife. 
bJ In particular, even if they had been occupying a castle in 
1154 when Henry II came to the throne, it is inconceivable that 
he of all kings would have permitted such an anomaly to continue. 
The early years of his reign were much occupied with the so
called 'adulterine' castles- fortifications built without licence 
in the reign of Stephen, scores if not hundreds of which were 
dismantled on Henry's orders. I just don't see how this now 
declasse couple could live in such state as you depict in their 
own castle 

>>> SUGGESTION Jack, being a successful mason has money and 
skill to build for himself and his wife a fine stone house. It is 
shrewdly designed with his knowledge of defensive works to be as 
defensible as a castle (--or a Jew's house, someone can later 
comment and thus reinforce story line?). Memories of the Stephen 
years would make this a sensible precaution even though the reign 
of the new king seems to make peace secure. Perhaps Aliena, not 
boastful but naturally conscious of her privileged birth, could 
call it her 'castle'. When entertaining on the grand scale, as 
here, she and the famil~ would take up residence in the castle 
of the earldom, moving household at regular intervals was part of 
the aristo life style. 

page 5, bottom line -Yes, Tommy is the nephew of an 
earl but- as you're (?uneasily 

see page 6) aware--his father is a commoner. This Jack- Aliena 
marriage is causing more problems now their children are growing 
up. Even though he a friend of Aliena's, the Earl of Bedford 
would expect to use his daughter for extending family influence 
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and dynastic ambitions and this would certainly not be 
by marrying her to the son of a mason, no matter how 
genius, nor how well married con-nected and so to page 6 
3. I would be astonished if they got the earl's consent. 
no land and no connections in his own right 

achieved 
great a 
lines 2-
Jack has 

>>> SUGGESTION Catherine could be the only surviving child of her 
ageing father and mother, sons died in a plague, no point now in 
worrying about family future. 

page 6 para 3 Yes this works fine, with a touch 
of legitimate authorial licence. 

One can accept that at this time a well connected commoner might 
have infiltrated the knighthood--it would have been pretty odd, 
and a generation later impossible, but in the 1160s the young 
William Marshall, the most famous knight of them all started 
landless and ended, 1200s, Earl of Pembroke. At this time 
knighthood could be a route to fame and fortune from obscure 
beginnings. 

{ DIGRESSION His 13th century biographer said of William Marshall 
that: 'His body was so well formed that if it had been fashioned 
by a sculptor, it would not have had such beautiful limbs'. An 
indication of the estime which artists could attract from the 
gentry even at this early date and a useful reinforcement of the 
thought world you've created for your characters, I would think.} 

page 6 bottom. Matthew the apostle was of course, like Christ 
himself, but even so, I don't see a 12th century Jewish family 
giving the name to a son of theirs--precisely because of these 
strong Christian connections. - In an Index of some 250 Jewish 
personal names Cp.305) Richardson does not list a single Matthew, 
nor even a John or its Hebrew equivalent. 

page 7 para 2 

page 7 para 4 1. 

the City, today 

page 8 line 1 

a market in a churchyard? Jews being allowed to 
set up stalls on consecrated ground? 

6 for 'stocks' read 'stock', I presume. Other
wise Matthew seems to have shifted business to 

terms of interest seem O.K. 
where I can 

but I'm checking 

page 8 last para king's itinerant justices I'm also double check 
ing all this passage on the courtroom 

procedures 1160s style for a case in which a Jew is arraigning a 
Christian 

page 9 para 3 1160s court hearing of a Jewish case against a 
Christian 

page 9 para 4 end see comments to page 8 last para above 
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page 10 last para name of Abbess and page 11 name of nun; would 
these secular names be in keeping for period 

and in any case would the name 'April' be found at this time for 
any girl whether lay or religious? 

page 14 para 2. 'Matthew's men-at-arms' - could a Jew have 
armed men at his command? And even if so 

would they actually threaten the Sheriff of the county? I find 
this hard to take. 

page 15 para 3 population a bit on the high side I think, 1.5 
million more likely-do you have to refer to pop 

at all? More important, surely, is that outside London Jews would 
have been very thin on the ground indeed. 

page 15 para 4 first Jews settle in England 1096 ? 
despite what I said on this at Jean's and the 

fact that Richardson has nothing which directly contradicts it, I 
am checking in Golb Juifs de Rauen to make sure nothing more 
recent has come to light to make it absolutely certain that they 
were brought over by the Conqueror --which is what Richardson 
clearly implies, by the way and is moreover, given the important 
financial services provided by Jews, very likely. 

page 22 para 1 'the brewers' would almost certainly have been 
ale wives, does this help? 

page 23 last para Jews never knights not even proper weapons, 
and yet Matthew had men-at-arms on page 14 
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ST LAURENT EN CAUX 14 SEPTEMBER 1989 

Dear Ken, 

As promised, episode 2 of my comments on the synopsis of ONE DAY 
IN KINGSBRIDGE. 

First the question of interest on the loans. Simple interest 
seems OK but perhaps the rate, pace my comment yesterday, is a 
little low. Here are some of the comments in Richardson: 'even 
the low rate of a penny in the £ a week would convert £100 into 
£1000 in less than twelve years' p. 81 But anything from 2d to 4d 
in the pound a week common enough. Richardson also remarks that 
'the profits from Jewish moneylending cannot be estimated from 
the fragmentary evidence that has come down to us. ' 
'There is evidence that, as men of business, lenders were willing 
to make a heavy reduction for a cash settlement of a long-stand
ing debt' p. 82 Jurnet of Norwhich once accepted a discount 
amounting to almost 50%. 

I expect you have researched this question of interest thoroughly 
If not and if Richardson is reasonably right in his comments, it 
would seem that despite my first reaction Matthew's terms were 
anachronistically low--it would also seem that to reseearch the 
thing thoroughly would require a Ph.D. thesis. Instead, I suggest 
dwelling on the forced aspect of the loan, and also on the fact 
that it was contracted in the reign of Stephen. 

All Jews were under the protection of the king. Henry II would 
surely have regarded Bishop Walleran's forcing of one of his, the 
king's, Jews as an intolerable usurpation of royal rights. Things 
would have been much easier under Stephen. 

>>>SUGGESTION Waleran forces not only loan but low rate of 
interest and, into the bargain, builds up for himself future 
grief in the form of royal disfavour when Henry II accedes. 

Second When did the Jews first arrive in London? The following 
is taken from Norman Golb, Les Juifs de Rauen au Moyen Age, Por
trait d'une culture oubliee (RouenUniversity Press 1985) pp 72-4 

'Shortly after [i.e. the Conquest], some Jews living in the cap
ital (of Normandy, i.e. RouenJ were transferred to England, 
probably on the orders of William the Conqueror. The source is a 
version of William of Malmesbury's, de gestis regum anglorum. 
There we read that: "the Jews living in London, brought there by 
his father [of William Rufus] from Rauen, approached him [i.e. 
Rufus] during a solemn ceremony to present him with 
gifts." ... Among the sources we have today, only the 16th-century 
Centuries of Magdeburg imply that the transfer was thanks to a 
douceur paid to William Rufus, which if it was indeed the case, 
would lead one to suppose that that the Rouenais Jews wished to 
participate in the new Norman enterprise ... [Whenever it took 
place] NONE OF THE SOURCES GIVE A YEAR FOR THE MIGRATION. 
Although some authors have suggested that this was provoked and 
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encouraged by William [IJ himself for economic reasons, this 
figures nowhere [in the sources] and nothing is known for certain 
who as to who took the initiative in this measure nor with what 
precise objectives. If there were Jews in England before the 
Conquest [settlers as well as visitors], the aim of the transfer 
was, perhaps, to ensure the integration of the population of 
England into the Norman administration.' 

It appears from Golb p.77 that the story of ~he 1096 Rauen pogrom 
massacre occurs (only) in the autobiographical chronicle of the 
con-temporary Abbot Guibert de Nogent to explain the background 
of a certain monk called Guillaume le Juif. This William not only 
converted but wrote a treatise 'Against the Jews'. He and 
Guibert were correspondants and Guibert describes his conversion 
as a boy when he was rescued during the massacre by a young 
nobleman called William who took the boy home to his mother where 
he was given a Christian education. Incidentally, Guibert tells 
us that the boy's native tongue was Hebrew. 

Third, that Castle. Despite the fact that Aliena commissioned the 
building of a second castle in 'Allegiance' I'm convinced you 
should take advantage of the fact that there was no other mention 
of it in that book to set the record straight in this one. If 
you accept the comments in my last letter and its suggestions as 
to how to keep the castle idea, then I propose thatyou could, for 
the purposes of this book, have some such comment as. "In the 
first year of the new reign, which she always looked back on as 
the beginning of the new life for Jack and herself, Aliena had 
ordered the building of a new castle. The reaction was one of the 
first indications for her that things had changed since the times 
of King Stephen. News of the building start had brought a royal 
reprimand ordering a stop to the operations hurtling in like a 
rock from that new-fangled stone thrower the trebuchet.' 

Fourth court procedures in a case involving a Jew against a 
Xtian in the year 1162. Quotes from Richardson pages 112-14 ' In 
the reign of Henry II we find Jews suing and being sued before 
the justices in eyre as well as in the exchequer.... There is 
nothing in all this that marks a distinction between Jew and 
Christian in the eye of the law. A plaint, whether by or 
against a Jew had to be supported by men of both religions, and 
if a case went to a jury, the jury must include Jews.' 

Fifth. Jews and the bearing or arms. McKechnie in his commentary 
on Magna Carta (to Clauses 10 and 11 which deal with the Jews) 
says: 'A new immigration led to the disarming of Jews in 1181, a 
measure which left them at the mercy of the Christian rabble.' 
I'm not clear what 'new immigration' he's referring to and am 
surprised at the implication they were able to bear arms before 
this. If they were permitted to then it might affect your story. 

I'm now going into a small panic over Magna Carta for Frankfurt. 
Things to polish things rework, if anything relevant to 'One Day' 
crops up I'll letyou know. 
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